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Make-A-Wish® Wisconsin/ CapriTrips Team Up to Grant Wisconsin Wishes
Wisconsin – Now your Disney or cruise vacation can grant Wisconsin wishes. Make-A-Wish® Wisconsin and
CapriTrips have teamed up to grant wishes to children across Wisconsin. CapriTrips has committed to donate a
portion of its commissions for all Disney, Disney Cruise and other cruise vacations booked through the Make-AWish® Wisconsin charity link on its website to Make-A-Wish® Wisconsin.
Kris Teofilo, Northeast Wisconsin Regional Director, stated support from families using this program through
CapriTrips “would make a significant impact in helping to reach our important goal of granting a life-changing
wish for every medically qualified child. We granted a record-breaking 402 wishes for children in 2018! It is
predicted that 500 children will be diagnosed with a life-threatening medical condition in 2019. We need
support like this as we work diligently to close this gap! A wish experience has a profound impact on the
precious children we serve and their families. For many, their wish marks a turning point in the fight against
their illness!”
Through this partnership, CapriTrips has committed to do two things. 1. It will pay for a portion of its customers
trip as a way of saying thank you for supporting Make-A-Wish® Wisconsin…making it the best deal around. 2.
CapriTrips will donate a large portion of the commissions it receives from its travel partner affiliations (theme
park and cruises) for trips booked through the Make-A-Wish® Wisconsin link on its website www.capritrips.com .
“One thing that makes this relationship great is that there is no markup, by CapriTrips, on the vacations and
participants will pay the same, or even less, than they would have by booking directly with the travel provider.
It’s truly a win-win, and all of us are excited about our charity program work” said Mike Heisman, Founder of
CapriTrips. Clients can book trips with Capri from anywhere (does not have to be in a local office) and will pair
them with a vacation planner.
###
Proceeds for this charity will be used to grant wishes to children in the state of Wisconsin. A wish is granted
every 34 minutes, on average, somewhere in the United States and its territories. We believe that a wish
experience can be a game-changer. This one belief guides us in everything we do. It inspires us to grant wishes
that change the lives of the kids we serve. Since our founding in 1984, more than 6,700 children and their
families throughout the state have experienced the life-changing power of a wish.
Learn more about this charity at https://wisconsin.wish.org/ .

